Use of Dramatization to Teach Cardiac Cycle Physiology to Medical Students
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Abstract

Part of the educator’s mission is to develop new methodologies that promote active learning. This study examines the use of dramatization of the cardiac cycle in medical school. Two groups (n=42, 21 each) of first-year medical students participated. Group A was initially taught through dramatization alone, while Group B was taught through lecture followed by dramatization. Students completed a 13-item assessment (pretest and posttest) designed to measure knowledge of the cardiac system immediately before and after participating in the dramatization activity. Six months later students completed a third posttest assessment (follow-up) to assess their retention of cardiac cycle content. Students also rated their prior knowledge of general physiology and their confidence level in learning the material presented. Students in groups A and B scored at the same approximate level on the initial pretest (57% and 61% respectively, p=0.53). Scores for both groups increased significantly on the immediate posttest compared to pretest (p<0.0001). Both groups scored equally well on the immediate posttest (88% and 89% respectively, p=0.48), even though Group A had been taught the content based on dramatization alone. Both groups subsequently scored equally well on the six-month follow-up assessment (p<0.0001). Levels of self-reported confidence in knowledge also increased in both groups (p<0.05). This interactive teaching method increases student confidence in their knowledge and promotes learning in the short term equally well when compared to more traditional teaching methods. Implications for further research on dramatization as a teaching method are explored.
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1. Introduction

Teaching in higher education can take many forms. Most traditionally it involves a classroom lecture with one teacher and many students sitting in rows of desks and passively listening to a PowerPoint presentation, chalkboard talks, or seminars. The importance of modified lectures and pursuit of other forms of teaching innovation is to provide a variety of ways to help students retain the vast knowledge that is required in higher education (Michael, Modell, McFarland, & Cliff, 2009). Such innovation also attends to students’ preference for multiple learning styles and activities in the classroom. Use of a questionnaire that defines different learning styles (VARK: visual, auditory, reading/writing, and kinesthetic) showed that first year medical students (Lujan & DiCarlo, 2006a), nursing students (Alkhasawneh, 2013) and dental students (N. Shenoy, K.A. Shenoy, & U, 2013) prefer multimodal methodologies for learning. This manuscript aims to inspire other educators to search for new styles of teaching that respond to their students’ needs and convey information in a way that promotes life-long learning.

Looking specifically at the medical curriculum, where there is a vast amount of content that students must master, it is even more important to determine the best method of learning for students. Although it can be important to cover a wide range of material in medical education, it is essential to consider that not everything taught is actually learned (Carvalho, 2009; Lujan & DiCarlo, 2006b). In traditional teaching, including some types of laboratory settings and lectures where the environment is passive in nature, students are often led to accept the information provided to them without reflection.
The teacher assumes all responsibility in relaying the information to students but notes are just transferred from teacher to students without students having the opportunity to reflect on or understand the material (DiCarlo, 2009). The outcome, many times, is rote memorization of the facts which only lasts until the exams. In many institutions the traditional lecture continues to be the most used method, despite evidence showing that students who are taught primarily by traditional lecture have higher failure rates in science, engineering, and mathematics (Freeman et al., 2014). When provided with the opportunity to engage in active learning exercises, students assume responsibility for the material to be learned and are more likely to be able to apply that knowledge (Carvalho & West, 2011).

In active learning, the teaching is student-centered and students participate in physical or mental tasks that engage them in an interactive activity and take advantage of multimodal strategies of teaching (Miller, McNear, & Metz, 2013). Examples of active learning in the classroom include interspersing cooperative activities within traditional lectures to keep students engaged (Cavanagh, 2011), using online modules and tutorials that can be watched before class (Prunuske, Batzli, Howell, & Miller, 2012), hands-on methods (Breckler & Yu, 2011), computer animations (Lilienfield & Broerking, 1994), and manipulatives (Giffen & Carvalho, 2015). When students are actively engaged, they are more likely to remember the actual learning experience and retain the information. They tend to be less confused about the material as well (DiCarlo, 2009). Active learning through dramatization is a method that may lead to better learning of the concepts of physiology because it pushes students to understand and retain content rather than to simply memorize it.

Our study focused on an innovative teaching methodology that used dramatization to physically and mentally involve students and by its nature increases motivation and student engagement. The use of dramatization increases alertness by providing students with a specific role and keeping them engaged throughout the activity. LePard used dramatic activities in class to demonstrate other areas of physiology such as motility of the gastrointestinal tract (LePard, 2005); in this study, students mimicked slow waves and phasic contractions to learn concepts that could not be readily or easily understood by simple lecture. In another study, Montrezor showed how creative ways were used to learn synaptic physiology. One group of students developed a learning method through acting and role-playing to better understand the complexities of the nervous system (Montrezor, 2014).

The goal of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of an innovative teaching methodology for medical education. We designed an active, student-centered learning method that combined dramatization and student engagement to teach cardiac cycle physiology. We hypothesized that the use of dramatization as a teaching tool would improve learning of the material, increase student knowledge level (regardless of previous exposure to the material), increase confidence and satisfaction, and aid in long-term retention of knowledge.

2. Methods

2.1 Subjects

The Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board approved this research study. Participants included 42 first-year medical students at the Virginia Tech Carilion School of Medicine (VTCSOM). Consented students were asked to participate in the study during the first week of their cardiovascular block, which takes place during the fall of the first year of medical school. All students agreed to participate, and created a tracking ID number based on their birth month and day. The study used a controlled crossover design wherein students were randomly divided into two groups of 21 each (Table I). The instruction for all students was based on two methods of content delivery: lecture and participation in dramatization. Content to the two groups was delivered during two learning sessions occurring during the same week. However, the order in which the two groups received all components of instruction was varied. Group A was initially taught the cardiac cycle through dramatization alone, while Group B was taught through lecture followed by dramatization. The following day students in Group A completed the same learning activities as students in Group B to ensure that all students experienced identical content delivery.

Table 1. Study Design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP A</th>
<th>GROUP B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRETEST SURVEY*</td>
<td>LECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAMATIZATION</td>
<td>PRETEST SURVEY*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSTTEST SURVEY*</td>
<td>DRAMATIZATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LECTURE</td>
<td>POSTTEST SURVEY*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIX MONTH FOLLOW-UP SURVEY*</td>
<td>SIX MONTH FOLLOW-UP SURVEY*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sequence of activities for groups A and B. All groups received the same instruction but in different sequence. *Point in time for data collection.
2.2 Knowledge Assessments and Ratings of Confidence

Each student completed a 13-item assessment designed to measure knowledge of the cardiac system. The assessment questions encompassed major aspects of cardiac cycle dynamics, including electrical activity, mechanical activity, neurotransmitters, receptor sites, heart sounds and changes observed with exercise. Students were assured that this assessment would not be graded, and that their participation in the research would have no impact on their final course grade. Students in Group A completed the pretest and posttest assessments immediately before and after participating in the dramatization activity and prior to having a lecture. Students in Group B completed the pretest assessment after participating in a lecture but before participating in the dramatization activity; after the dramatization activity, they completed the posttest assessment. Six months later, all students completed a third assessment (follow-up) to determine their retention of cardiac cycle content from the course.

At the time of the three pre- and posttest assessments, students were also asked to rate their previous knowledge of general physiology and to rate their confidence level in learning the material presented (insufficient, okay, good, very good, excellent). They were also asked to provide feedback on the learning activities, and to provide demographic information (age, sex, highest degree obtained).

2.3 Statistical Analysis

Participants’ performance was evaluated at the total score level, questions were analyzed individually and confidence levels were also assessed for all participants. To check if there was a difference between the scores of the two groups, we used the Wilcoxon rank sum test to compare the scores of the two groups for pretest, immediate posttest, and follow-up assessments respectively. For item mean comparisons, we compared items within each group for all three pretest and posttest surveys, also within both groups across the three surveys. We used the linear mixed model with unstructured covariance structure to detect if there were any statistically significant differences of the average scores among pretest, posttest, and follow-up assessments. We considered the test type as fixed effect, and participant as random effect. We used the same approaches to investigate confidence level data. We used the logistic mixed effect model to model the probability of giving the correct answer to each question respectively. We also examined the association between individual assessment items and student confidence levels using Pearson and point-biserial correlation procedures. All p values of <0.05 were considered statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.

2.4 Dramatization

During the dramatization the instructor and an assistant facilitated the role-playing. Each student acted as one cell or component mimicking the heart chamber. These included: myocytes, sinoatrial node, atrioventricular node, valve leaflets, red blood cells, or neurotransmitters (norepinephrine or acetylcholine) that symbolized the action of the autonomic nervous system (ANS). The students’ respective roles and receptors (M1 or β1) were noted by signs on their chest or back. Students were then positioned into a figure ‘8’ shape to make up two chambers of the heart, an atrium and a ventricle (Figure 1A). They then started to act out a functioning heart. To mimic heart cell depolarization, the students lifted their hands simulating the occurrence of the electrical event that preceded the contraction (Figure 1B), which was demonstrated as they moved forward (representing the mechanical event). As the different chambers of the heart contracted, the students moved inward and the “blood,” which was also denoted by a few students within the chamber, moved their course from atrium to ventricle. As the blood filled the ventricle, it created a force for the atrio-ventricular valves to close simulating a “heart sound” demonstrated by a clap of the hands between the students representing the leaflets of the valve.

During the dramatization, students participated in a variety of staged scenarios that allowed a broad spectrum of concepts to be taught. For example, scenarios of increased sympathetic or parasympathetic activity were demonstrated as students acting as norepinephrine or acetylcholine would bind to the appropriate receptors on the heart cells. This required students to change the force and frequency in which they moved as a group demonstrating concepts of inotropy and chronotropy. Specifically, we emphasized changes in the cardiac response during exercise since the authors identified it as a difficult topic for students to learn (Carvalho, 2009).
3. Results

Students in both groups reported prior experience in learning physiology, with Group A students reporting slightly less prior experience (76%) than Group B students (90%). Regarding other demographic characteristics, the two groups were highly similar (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Personal profile of both groups.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inexperienced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Degree</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS/BA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS or PhD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There was a statistically significant increase for both groups between pre-test and post-test (p=0.0001) and pre-test and 6-month follow-up (p=0.0001). Darker outline shows the comparison immediately after both group received instruction on cardiac cycle for the first time (post-test for group A x pre-test for group B (p=0.0000467).

Both groups were similar in regards to gender, age, highest degree, and previous experience of cardiac cycle physiology before medical school.

Statistical tests for pre-test scores between Group A (57%) and Group B (61%) showed no significant difference (p=0.60), although there was a trend for Group B students to score higher (Figure 2). Students in Group A, who had not received any of the content at all, scored at approximately the same level on the pretest as did students in Group B, who had received a lecture on the content.

The overall scores on the immediate posttest for the two groups were not significantly different (Group A, 88%; Group B, 89%; p=0.65), even though at the time of the posttest students in Group A had been taught the content based on dramatization alone whereas students in Group B had been taught the content using lecture and dramatization. Students in both groups had higher scores on the immediate posttests in comparison with pretests (p <0.0001, Figure 2). There was a statistically significant difference between the pre-test and immediate posttest for Group A (p-value = 0.0016), but there was no difference between the immediate posttest and the six-month follow-up test for Group A. There was also a statistically significant difference between the pretest and the immediate posttest for Group B (p-value=0.0005), but no difference between the immediate posttest and the six month follow-up test for Group B.

There was a significant difference between the posttest scores for Group A students and the pretest scores for Group B students (p=0.0001). This indicates that students who participated in only the dramatization activity scored significantly higher on an immediate test of their knowledge of the cardiac cycle (88%) when compared to students who took the same immediate knowledge test after participating only in lecture (61%) (Figure 2).

Upon 6-month follow-up, students in both groups demonstrated retention of knowledge by achieving the same approximate scores compared to scores at time of pretest (p<0.0001). Group A students (89%) and Group B students (85%) showed no significant difference between test scores after a 6-month period (p=0.24). Moreover, compared to the immediate after-activity posttest scores, data for the 6-month follow-up tests showed no significant decrease in scores (p=0.31). Figure 2 displays the percentage average scores in the questionnaire for each group for the pre-test, post-test, and 6-month follow-up test.
When each question was analyzed individually, the number of students who answered each question correctly improved for selected questions. For both groups, questions three through eight yielded significant differences with the odds of correctly answering those questions statistically significantly higher in both immediate posttest and six month follow-up tests, compared with pre-test (p < 0.05). These topics are: Q3: Parasympathetic system at rest; Q4: neurotransmitter involved at rest, Q5: neurotransmitter involved in exercise, Q6: β1 receptor activation, Q7: M receptor location, Q8: β1 receptor location.

Students in both groups also rated their confidence level regarding their learning at the time of the pre-test, post-test, and 6-month follow-up assessments (see Figure 3). Frequencies of each of the five categories (insufficient, okay, good, very good, and excellent) were collected and the average confidence levels for all participants were compiled. There was no significant difference between the pretest confidence levels for Groups A and B (p-value=0.84). Also, there was no significant difference between the immediate posttest confidence levels for Groups A and B (p-value=0.6103). For both groups, there was a significant difference in confidence level from the pretest to the immediate posttest. For Group A, average confidence increased from 1.46 to 2.23, and for Group B, average confidence increased from 1.35 to 2.29. There was no significant difference between the immediate posttest confidence levels and the follow-up posttest confidence levels for either group. There was a statistically significant difference between the posttest confidence level of Group A and the pretest confidence level of Group B (0.04822). This means that Group A students were more confident in their knowledge after participating in the drama than were Group B students who experienced lecture alone.

The correlation between student confidence and total scores on the three knowledge tests were as follows (association between total score and student confidence): for Group A pretest r= 0.44 (df = 11, p-value = 0.13); for Group A immediate posttest r= 0.59 (df = 11, p-value = 0.035); for Group A_follow-up r=-0.34 (df = 11, p-value = 0.25); for Group B pretest r=0.13 (df = 15, p-value = 0.61); for Group B immediate posttest r=0.41 (df = 11, p-value = 0.10); for Group B follow-up r=0.24 (df = 11, p-value = 0.36).

In addition, written comments from students showed that they were satisfied with the interactive learning experience, with some stating that they preferred it to traditional lecture. As one student wrote, dramatization was a “fun activity and we learned a lot” and “this [activity] allowed better comprehension and [was] a great break from routine lecture.”

4. Discussion

This study was designed to test an innovative educational approach that incorporated dramatization into teaching cardiac cycle physiology. This method engages students in active learning and contrasts greatly with more traditional methods of teaching such as giving a lecture.

On a 13-item knowledge pretest pertaining to the cardiac cycle, students in both groups performed equally well even though one group had experienced no teaching at all prior to completing an initial pretest and the other group had experienced a lecture prior to completing the identical pretest. The group that had traditional teaching prior to taking the pretest scored higher, but not significantly higher, on the pretest. This is an interesting finding, especially given the fact that students in the dramatization group reported less prior experience in learning physiology. Several possible explanations for this finding are offered. First, the four point difference in pretest scores between the two student groups may be attributable to random chance as easily as it may be explained by any other factors impacting student knowledge. Second, it is possible that students in Group B simply did not retain sufficient information from the lecture to allow them to outperform students in Group A. This phenomenon was well described in Richardson (Richardson, 2000), who demonstrated that students without previous exposure to formal physiology teaching performed similarly to two other
groups of experienced students who had already taken a physiology course when testing concepts and their application both in pre- and post-test. According to the author, the low retention of experienced students relates to the passive didactic style of teaching in introductory physiology courses. A third possible explanation is that the pretest instrument itself did not contain questions of sufficient rigor, so that students who took the pretest prior to receiving any teaching about the cardiac cycle were nevertheless able to answer questions equally well as those students who had received teaching about it. Since both student groups scored relatively low on the pretest, this possibility may have less credence but cannot be excluded.

Both groups also performed equally well on the first posttest, even though students in Group A had experienced only dramatization and students in Group B experienced two methods of teaching (lecture and dramatization). This is also an interesting finding, and lends support to the use of dramatization as a potentially powerful teaching method. In our course, dramatization places emphasis not only on learning the factual aspects of the cardiac cycle but also on application of that knowledge. At this stage of our students’ medical education, it may be more important to learn how to apply the information than to learn too many specific details without context (Miller et al., 2013). If true, educators need to understand that the content focus should be switched from merely delivering facts to providing opportunity for students to critically reflect on how to apply their knowledge.

Perhaps the most interesting finding from our study, however, pertains to the fact that students who had experienced only dramatization as a teaching method performed better than students who had experienced more traditional teaching methods (lecture) on a knowledge test administered immediately after their initial exposure to the same content, with the only difference being the teaching method used. The difference in these scores was statistically significant and much higher for Group A (dramatization method, 89% correct) than for Group B (traditional methods, 61% correct). We interpret this finding as an endorsement of this active learning technique, one that not only appears to be more pleasant and engaging for the students but also resulted (at least in the present study) in a higher level of learning.

We were pleased that all students appeared to retain the material at a high level at the time of the 6-month follow-up posttest. And, we were not surprised that both student groups retained the information equally well at that time, given that all students participated in both types of learning activities. We were not able to truly compare the retention of material by students who only experienced dramatization, as not allowing half of the students to participate in all forms of content delivery would have compromised some of the students’ overall learning. Thus, we are left only to speculate about whether students who learn material through dramatization alone would retain the material better than students taught through more traditional methods. Our plans for future studies include delivery of the material via only traditional methods (lecture) and determining the impact of not providing dramatization at all on student performance, as measured by the same 13-item knowledge assessment. This would allow us to examine a similar group of medical students receiving the same content on the cardiac cycle, which would serve as an approximate control group for retrospective comparison.

Regarding student performance on the individual questions in which the odds of answering correctly after dramatization were significant, we find that these questions addressed neurotransmitters and their receptors. This content is something that participants were able to visualize and their consequences were physically acted out. Thus, for topics that students could directly visualize and were addressed physically in the dramatization, students had better odds of providing the correct answers on the assessment. The same topic covered in a lecture setting may not be retained as well as it was through dramatization. In contrast, whereas a lecture can cover a larger amount of material, the nature of a more engaging learning activity (such as dramatization) may not allow enough time to completely cover the same amount of content (Miller et al. 2013). During the dramatization, focus was placed on changes in cardiac dynamics during exercise and the autonomic nervous system response to it. As a result, significantly more students answered correctly when asked about the ANS neurotransmitters regarding exercise vs. rest.

Our data shows that the level of student confidence in their knowledge increased for both groups but increased more dramatically for students who experienced the dramatization method of teaching. We believe that students’ confidence increased as they experienced kinesthetic activity and used all senses to engage their memory. Physically engaging activities have been shown to improve student confidence in learning the material by alleviating uncertainty or anxiety (Miller et al. 2013). This improved confidence may have contributed to the increased scores in questionnaires on the immediate post-test and 6-month follow-up post-test.

There are several ways to expand on the use of dramatization for teaching purposes. The first is by learning from mistakes. Any active learning process must be carefully planned and rehearsed in advance. However, when mistakes arise, an interesting aspect of using dramatization for teaching is that these mistakes can be used as teaching opportunities instead of allowing them to turn into misconceptions, which can be difficult to remediate (Morton, Doran, & Maclaren, 2008). For example, during the dramatization when an individual student moved too early we discussed
ectopic contractions and the importance of syncytium of cardiac muscle.

This methodology can also be expanded to other areas such as pathology and pharmacology. For instance, a pharmaceutical intervention can be portrayed using dramatization by asking a student to act as beta-blocker and ‘bind’ to the SA node consequently limiting its function. A pathology example is that of ventricular and supraventricular arrhythmias that can be represented by a single or multiple students falling out of sync with the heart’s rhythm.

The extra effort required to use a more active teaching methodology must be considered prior to its implementation in the classroom. It is understandable that instructors tend to resist implementing active learning methods (Silverthorn, Thorn, & Svinicki, 2006) since the development of interactive class sessions is time consuming and many faculty members are comfortable with traditional lectures (Miller et al., 2013). However, it is necessary to use a variety of teaching methods with emphasis on active learning in order to meet student needs, promote both short and long term knowledge gains and ensure application of knowledge. This multi-method approach will serve to better prepare them for the challenges they will encounter in their professional lives.

In conclusion, the use of dramatization as a teaching method appears to have great potential to be both effective and well received by students. Its implementation is essentially free of any costs, making it a practical and interactive method of teaching the cardiac cycle which can be modified or supplemented with other activities. As shown, dramatization can improve understanding, retention of material and satisfaction among medical students.
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